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The gig economy can be viewed as the fuel that lit the fire of change in economies throughout

the world. Flexible work grew out of a cultural shift in how we defined how we wished to work.

The gig economy also grew out of a need, a need to earn more to keep pace with the inflation

that nullified expected gains in purchasing power as wages increased. We no longer define

work as related to the brick and mortar buildings that housed the traditional 9 to 5 job. Perhaps,

the office-centric era is over as many companies have now made decisions relative to how and

when their employees can work. Work from home is no longer a wish; it is a reality, and the gig

economy has been the fuel that has helped companies realize new and better ways to engage

labor and serve consumers.The future has arrived! The marketplace is favorable to new ways

to purchase products and services. Gig opportunities will continue to grow as a meaningful way

to earn income. The ultimate gig is ultimately the one that best matches the gig seeker's

definition of what matters most.Our ultimate motivation for taking on the work of this book, this

research project, is rooted in a belief that the gig economy is helping to define a new reality;

flexibility and freedom in how work is done can be achieved. We believe in the free enterprise

system. When we focus on contribution, we best explore the possibilities that improve the

quality of any product or service and the quality of all the lives we touch.
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Achiever.Lauren Lawley Head spent more than twenty years a journalist before founding

Lawley Head Media, LLC to help organizations, authors and entrepreneurs create and launch
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ABSTRACTAuthor – John T. FlemingEditor – Lauren Lawley HeadAugust 27, 2020Context: The

gig economy has become a popular subject in mature markets throughout the world, especially

the United States. The words were even used by the United States Congress when recently

addressing the different classification of workers impacted by COVID-19. The gig economy has

become a new phenomenon attracting record numbers of people to the possibility of part-time

work or work that offers flexibility in how and where the work is being done. Some gig workers

turn gigs into a preferred way of earning full-time income.Gigs are not new. Part-time work has

always been a possibility for those who sought incremental work opportunities. What is

different about the gig economy is its innovative use of technology in connecting gig workers

with a source of product, service, or client, and a consumer who is interested in making a

purchase. Many gig workers now find technology to be the enabler in turning underutilized

assets such as homes, rooms, and cars into income-earning opportunities. The choices in how

we work, when we work, and where we work from have never been greater!Information relative

to the gig economy, the definitions and understanding of gig economy, motivations for working

a gig, selecting a gig, and working a gig can be difficult to find; therefore, Ultimate Gig can help

to eliminate misunderstanding and confusion when seeking to better understand the gig

economy.Ultimate GigTitleDescriptionDedicationGig workersAcknowledgmentsThose who

make this book possiblePrefaceWhat the book is all aboutChapter 1WelcomeDefining the gig

economy and types of gigsChapter 2Academic PerspectiveMaking sense of the gig

economyChapter 3MotivationsWhy people from all walks of life work gigsChapter 4Gigs

Redefine EntrepreneurshipGigs make microentrepreneurship easily availableChapter 5How

Technology Is Shaping GigsThe gig economy leverages technology effectivelyChapter 6Direct

Selling – The First GigThe 100-year-plus channel of distribution is a gigChapter 7Women and

the Future of GigsWe explain why women appear to be the future of gigsChapter 8Defining the

Ultimate GigLeverage your strengths and passions – your ultimate gigChapter 9Maximizing the

Potential of a GigThe guidance all gig workers needChapter 10A Perspective on

ChallengesIdentification of the obvious, solutions, resolutionsChapter 11Research Findings



and InsightsThe most current research and insights on gig economyChapter 12Game

ChangersCompanies and individuals who are changing the gameEpilogueGlimpse of the

FutureA summary of the book, our experiences, future of workThis book is about better

understanding the gig economy conversation. It is also about understanding one of the most

significant labor revolutions in the past 100 years as to how work can be done. Ultimate Gig is

about the value of microentrepreneurship and putting entrepreneurship tools into the hands of

the masses, the crowd. This book will inspire, inform, and educate. It will help gig workers and

potential gig workers better understand the incredible value of new choices that allow anyone –

regardless of age or walk of life and irrespective of experience or inexperience – opportunities

to leverage time and convert hours into meaningful and fulfilling work in a flexible manner.

DEDICATIONToday, people of all ages and from all walks of life find it possible to work in a new

way. They are independent contractors using various labels to describe their approach to

working when they wish and, often, from wherever they choose. These are not contractors

filling typical job functions. We are referring to a new breed of workers.Ultimate Gig is about the

millions of people (approximately 60 million in the United States alone) who have embraced a

new way of working. Perhaps more so than any other type of worker, gig workers have decided

to bet on themselves. Gig workers understand that their success will depend on the quality of

the service and products they provide to others.We dedicate this book to the gig-providing

companies and their founders who envisioned work differently, and to the new army of

microentrepreneurs who bring positive change to their personal lives and the lives of those

they serve.
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PREFACEUltimate Gig is about helping people better understand what the gig economy is all

about. Our research and thoughts have always been focused on why gigs fuel new values,

such as the desire for more flexibility and freedom in how we work. There are solid reasons

why a diverse population gravitates toward work that focuses more on flexibility and freedom

and the potential rewards that can be achieved.Traditional companies embraced the idea of

flextime many years ago. Once considered a risky experiment, human resource professionals

found ways to bolster their company culture by offering flexible work opportunities. The idea is

no longer an experiment. A growing percentage of job applicants will not be interested in

traditional nine-to-five working hours. Many employees now complete part of their job during

set hours in the office and the remainder when and where they choose. In some cases,

employees do not work in a fixed facility at all. This type of flexible work and those who perform

it are often defined as “the alternative workforce.”COVID-19 increased the value of flexibility in



how work is done. With states and countries enforcing stay-at-home orders, many businesses

were forced to close their physical locations and adapt to find ways to allow people to work

from their homes. The value of gig work increased as the unemployment rate soared very

quickly from an all-time low to an all-time high in the United States. Some organizations even

began to abandon an office-centric work environment altogether, as they found that the

benefits of virtual working outweighed the disadvantages.While the gig economy is considered

a new phenomenon, the concept of gig work has been around for more than 100 years. Direct

selling companies, which utilize independent contractors to handle the primary responsibility of

acquiring, selling, and serving customers, offer one of the first forms of gig work. In the

traditional nine-to-five work culture, the direct selling opportunities created by such trailblazing

brands as Amway, Avon, Mary Kay, and Tupperware stood out. When these companies began,

they offered unique opportunities for people to earn money with immense flexibility and

freedom in how they completed the work. These characteristics made direct selling very

attractive to women, representing approximately 75% of direct selling participants.Today, the

growing number of gigs produces even more work choices and more flexibility. The opportunity

to work following personal preferences has never been more numerous. Being limited to a

single source of income no longer exists. An individual's ability to increase his or her income

potential is only limited by the person's objectives and the number of hours available to

embrace a new activity.There are many types of gig opportunities, and nearly as many names

used to describe them. You will learn about each as you continue to read. The gig economy

has provided all ages and backgrounds with opportunities that are not linked to the

qualifications you would typically find on a résumé.This book will take you on a journey, one

that is easy-to-read at times, and more academic in approach at other times. We tell a story

based on personal and collective perspectives gained from many years of working as an

independent contractor and in support of independent contractors. Our work began with natural

curiosity, study, and ultimately the formal research we just completed.This story is about the

revolution taking place in how work is performed and the diverse motivations that have

attracted more people to part-time work than perhaps any other time in history. We are focused

on making sense out of the gig economy to benefit those who seek gigs and provide gigs. We

think you will find the information we share to be very valuable to the objectives that caused

you to acquire a book such as this one.This book will inform, inspire, and motivate. It may

serve to answer questions, and it may help confirm decisions that gig-providing companies are

evaluating. It will provide insights and guidance to those working or seeking a gig. Parts of this

book may serve as a teaching tool or a means to confirm your decision about engaging in a gig

opportunity.This book is about understanding the conversation and understanding one of the

most significant revolutions in the past 100 years as to how work can be done. It is about the

value of microentrepreneurship and putting entrepreneurial tools into the hands of the masses.

It may trigger discussions that need to be scheduled, and it may trigger the reexamination of

strategic plans. This book will help gig workers better understand the incredible value of new

choices that allow anyone – regardless of age or walk of life and irrespective of experience or

inexperience – to leverage time and convert hours into meaningful and fulfilling work.Many of

us have lived through times when, regardless of our experience or educational background, we

could not leverage more hours into more possibilities because we could not find the flexibility

we needed. Perhaps you have experienced a time when predefined work schedules did not fit

within your life's constraints or conflicted with your chosen values, such as how you wished to

care for your family. You may have experienced times when a flexible work arrangement would

have served as a bridge between the last job and the next long-term opportunity you were



pursuing. You may have determined you needed to work again after formally retiring because

your retirement plan did not work as you had envisioned. Or you may have been looking for an

entrepreneurial opportunity that offered minimal risk.Today's gig-providing companies have

created what past generations hoped to find: flexible work opportunities that can be engaged

by the masses. The dreams of yesteryear have become today's realities and possibilities. This

book is about the gig economy. We hope you enjoy the journey.
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Timothy Wood, “A "Must Read" for Those Involved in the Gig Economy. Ultimate Gig, provides

a wonderfully broad perspective on the gig economy and the evolving world of work. It is rich

with information about the companies and workforces that compose this sector of commerce.

Moreover, it provides valuable and frank insights into the advantages, strengths, and

challenges of the gig business model. Ultimate Gig is a “must read” for those managing gig-

based companies at the corporate level, for current gig workers, and for anyone considering

joining these ranks.”

John F., “Important Book!. The book helps the reader to understand the value of the gig

economy in its many forms. Each chapter answers a question or provokes thought relative to

understanding why the gig economy is helping to redefine the traditional definitions associated

with how we work. Flexibility and freedom in how we choose to work on our own terms vs soley

the terms of the firm are now possible. Gig seekers, those already working gigs, public policy

makers, and executives, will benefit from this book!”

Yvette Whitney, “This Book is Amazing very informative. This book is so informative”
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Brett Duncan, “The Definitive Guide to a Full Understanding of the Gig Economy. What a

resource! This book does a wonderful job capturing what is quickly becoming a prominent part

of how the world does work. I consider myself decently knowledgable about the gig economy,

but I found myself walking away from this book with several a-ha moments, as well as nuggets

of info and perspectives I didn't have before. The Ultimate Gig is equal parts practical guide

and academic inspection ... very handy, and well done.”

The book by Rankia S.L. has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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